
Mr. Swanson, Hearing Board, and Whom this may concern, 

My name is Kai Good, and I reside at 493 W. Lynnhurst Ave. St. Paul, MN 55104. On Wednesday, July 

24, 2019, I received a notice of assessment for an unpaid garbage bill. Assessment #190119. (See 

attachment titled Notice of Assessment) I believe this is the result of an error that stems from a 

miscommunication a few months ago. 

My wife, Katherine, and I purchased this house on January 18, 2019. (See attachment titled Proof of 

Closing Date, I have redacted the irrelevant personal information) The closing was presumably after the 

original garbage bill was sent, because the first we learned of this bill was the notice of non-payment we 

received on April 23, 2019. (See attachment titled Notice of Non-Payment) The previous owner, Robert 

McLean, as seen in the notice of non-payment and on the closing documents, seems to have not paid the 

trash bill and never informed us of the outstanding bill. 

Immediately after being made aware of the outstanding bill on April 23, 2019, I called the City of St. 

Paul and Advanced Disposal to resolve the issue. There was some confusion as to which entity should 

process the payment. I attempted to pay the city over the phone, but was told I would need to pay 

Advanced Disposal directly. I ultimately paid Advanced Disposal directly over the phone as directed by 

the telephone rep with the city. (See attachments titled Garbage Collection Invoice Page 1, Advanced 

Disposal Payment Confirmation, and TCF Payment) 

I was assured by the representative from Advanced Disposal that the payment would be communicated 

to the City of St. Paul, and that no further action was required on my end. As shown by these documents, 

I made two payments of $198.52 on April 23, 2019. As also shown, my current amount due is $0.00. 

(See attachment titled Garbage Collection Invoice Page 2) These payments were intended to satisfy the 

January-March 2019 and April-June 2019 billing periods. 

I spent an hour on Thursday, July 25, 2019, being bounced between the Office of Fees and Assessments, 

Public Works, and Advanced Disposal. Over the course of my calls, I learned what likely happened was 

the representative with Advanced Disposal accidentally applied my payments towards the April-June 

2019 period and paid ahead the July-September 2019 period instead of applying it towards the January-

March 2019 period. Because the January-March bill still had not been paid, and the erroneously-

processed payment on April 23 resulted in a wash, I have gone ahead and paid $198.52 to the city. (See 

attachment titled Payment Confirmation for Assessment) I understand that the garbage fee is the 

responsibility of the current homeowner and not necessarily the responsibility of the owner at the time 

the invoice was issued. I am not contesting that we owed the original $198.52, but I would prefer not to 

pay the $29.79 late fee because this seems to be the result of a clerical error.  

I would prefer to resolve this as soon as possible. If you feel this can be resolved over the phone without 

a need for a hearing, please feel free to give me a call or send me an email. I have provided my 

cellphone number and email address below. 

Sincerely, 

Kai Good, Esq. 

(207)712-9572 

kai.vt.good@gmail.com 
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